FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BESSEY® - Double Force All Steel Clamps
July 1, 2013 - The most recent product releases from BESSEY
includes a modular concept for the widest range of applications.
Add extra sliding arms or, choose different sliding arms.
Available in a choice of lengths or strengths to make a clamp
that suits your needs
BESSEY offers two different rail stock offerings as well as a choice of rail
lengths and accessories. Both rail stock configurations come standard with
drop forged sliding arms, hardened ACME thread spindles and the BESSEY
Morpad. The SLV Series is offered with a 28 x 11 mm profile for clamping
forces up to 1450 lbs while the GSV Series is offered in a 30 x 15 mm rail
configuration nominally rated at 2000 lbs of clamping force.
Where these units truly excel is in the available sliding arms ---- wooden grip
handles, lever handles or tommy bars as well as a cantilever (gripping arm)
variant are available for the SLV series. As each clamp has two sliding arms
and no fixed jaw you can balance workloads more effectively or, you can do
multiple clamping or spreading operations on the same rail. It makes the
clamp tremendously versatile without complicated tool changes.
While it might seem like a small detail, all the SLV and GSV clamps have
end stops on both ends of the rail that can be loosened without tools.
Because of this, sliding arms that are already fitted can be changed over
from clamping to spreading or, can be replaced by different sliding arms or
even supplemented with others. A further advantage of the removable end
stops is that the clamp can also be slid through an opening in the work piece
or component. This small detail makes these clamp sets very versatile for
quick set-ups and provides solutions for awkward clamping issues.

®

BESSEY has been a market leader in clamps since 1936. If you know
®
clamps, you know BESSEY . You know our reputation for quality and
reliability; you know we’re 130 years of German engineering backed by the
®
strength of our product and our reputation. BESSEY . Simply better.
For more information e-mail info@besseytools.com or call 1-800-828-1004.
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